Spider Grips Information

Spider Grips Traction Gel™ is a specially formulated compound that sheds mud & water so it will stay ta

Spider grips are the only grips on the market that are specifically engineered to reduce vibration and imp
Relax Your Grip
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Spider Offroad Grip Models

SPIDER M1 OFF ROAD GRIPS
The new Spider Dual Density M1 OffRoad grip has several key advancements. The outer
surface of the dual layer grip is made from Spider’s Traction Gel™. This material is naturally
hydrophilic, so it sheds mud and water, yet maintains a tacky feel, even when wet. To maximize
the features of Spider’s Traction GelTM Spider worked with competition tire designers to come
up with a hydro-evacuation grip design. The combination of this design and the patented
Traction Gel™, make the Spider grip the most comfortable grip while offering great performance
in all conditions.

SPIDER SLX Slim Line OFF ROAD GRIPS
The Spider Dual Density SLX slim line OffRoad grip the latest in grip technology. The SLT
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offers a smaller outer diameter for riders with smaller hands or for those who simply prefer a
smaller diameter grip.

Using Spiders Traction Gel™ Spider’s dual density grip is the only grip on the market that is
specifically engineered to reduce vibration making it one of the best grips you will ever use.

Spider ATV Grip Models

SPIDER SLT Slim Line ATV GRIPS
The slim line SLT grips are specifically designed for ATV, Watercraft and Snowmobiles using
thumb throttles. A 42mm flange eliminates any interference with thumb throttle. The SLT grip is
a small flanged grip that features a slim diamond gel pattern that provides a comfortable feel.
Using Spider’s Traction GelTM dual density compounds to soak up vibration.

SPIDER A3 ATV/Watercraft Grips
The Spider A3 ATV / Watercraft grip features the latest in grip technology. The A3 grip is a
flangeless grip that is longer and larger in diameter than the SLT. Its profound diamond pattern
and excellent water and mud shedding ability make the A3 very popular with recreational riders
and watercraft pilots. Spider's A3 grips were originally designed for watercraft... but we find that
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they are a perfect ATV grip that will outlast most others.

Spider Road Bike Grip

SPIDER SLR Slim Line Road Bike GRIPS
The Spider SLR Slim Line road bike grip features the latest in grip technology. The Spider dual
density grip is specifically engineered to reduce vibration making it a great choice for road bikes.
The SLR grip is a small flanged grip that features a slim diamond gel pattern that provides a
comfortable feel, opened end design to accommodate bar ends. Spider's SLR grips will outlast
and outperform most other grips on the market. Special Notes:
We recommend installing your grips with a quality grip glue to prevent the grips from coming
loose. When using safety wire be sure to wrap the wire around the grip twice and don't over
tighten the wire to prevent cutting info the grips.
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